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Edge nanoscrolls are shown to strongly influence transport properties of suspended graphene
in the quantum Hall regime. The relatively long arc length of the scrolls in combination with
their compact transverse size results in formation of many nonchiral transport channels in the
scrolls. They short-circuit the bulk current paths and inhibit the observation of the quantized two-
terminal resistance. Unlike competing theoretical proposals, this mechanism of disrupting the Hall
quantization in suspended graphene is not caused by ill-chosen placement of the contacts, singular
elastic strains, or a small sample size.
PACS numbers: 72.80.Vp,73.22.Pr
Graphene is a material that combines a highly tun-
able metallic conduction [1, 2] with a flexibility of a two-
dimensional (2D) membrane [3, 4]. The hallmark of a 2D
metal is the quantum Hall effect (QHE), which can be ob-
served in graphene on SiO2 substrates at room tempera-
ture. A more fragile fractional QHE is robust in graphene
on BN substrates [5]. Yet the demonstration [6, 7] of the
QHE in graphene suspended off a substrate has been dif-
ficult and limited largely to two-terminal measurements
instead of the orthodox four-terminal ones. In this paper
we propose an explanation for this surprising result.
Being a topological property, the quantization of the
Hall resistance ρxy can normally be destroyed only if ex-
ternal perturbations exceed the Landau gap. If so, the
system can split into regions with different local ρxy while
the observed Hall resistance can have some average non-
quantized value. However, suspended graphene is be-
lieved to have very low disorder [8–12]. Another possible
reason for deviation from the ideal QHE is backscatter-
ing of the chiral edge channels across the sample due to
impurities [13] or elastic strains [14]. In samples that
are many microns wide this also can be ruled out. The
only other known mechanism of disrupting the QHE is
an edge reconstruction (ER), which can generate counter-
propagating channels at the same edge. However, previ-
ously discussed ERs [15–18] are not unique to suspended
graphene. They originate from a generic tendency of a
2D metal to have a nonuniform density near the edge.
In this Letter, we examine a novel type of ER — edge
nanoscrolls — that is specific and indeed common to free-
standing and suspended graphene [8, 19–21]. Our basic
idea is that the magnetic field B = 2–20 T in typical ex-
periments has only a weak effect on the edge scrolls (if
FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of a system under study in
which a suspended graphene ribbon (purple) has scrolled
edges. The ribbon is attached to the source and drain con-
tacts (gold). The arrows symbolize the external current.
the Fermi energy is large enough). In this respect, the
scrolls are similar to multiwall carbon nanotubes (CNT)
where the QHE is seen only at very high fields [22]. The
reason is that electrons respond primarily to the compo-
nent B⊥ of the total field along the local normal to the
graphene sheet. Inside the scrolls, which look like spirals
in cross-section (Fig. 1), B⊥ oscillates in sign and largely
averages out. In contrast, the flat portion of the sam-
ple is expected to be in the QHE regime and thus has a
low dissipative conductivity. The current injected from
the contacts may prefer to avoid the flat region and in-
stead diffuse into the more conducting scrolls. The lack
of ρxy quantization therein would then significantly in-
fluence the net two-terminal resistance of the device.
Below we support this qualitative picture by several
calculations, which are carried out at the progressively
more microscopic level. We start with continuum models
suitable for large scrolls. Subsequently, we consider a few
nm-wide scrolls using the discrete lattice representation.
By large scrolls, we mean those with outer radius
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Inset: Lines of current in the graphene
ribbon (purple) in the semiclassical approximation. For clar-
ity, the edge scrolls are unwrapped and only the parts of the
electrodes in contact with the ribbon are shown (gold). Main
panel: Two-terminal resistance R as a function of ρxy, both
normalized to the constant diagonal resistivity ρxx.
ro ∼ 10 nm. Such scrolls may contain many turns and
their total arc length can measure in hundreds or thou-
sands of nm [20, 21, 23, 24]. Adjacent graphene layers
of the scrolls may have commensurate [25, 26] or incom-
mensurate lattice structure. In the latter, more typi-
cal, case the scrolls are held together by van der Waals
attraction [27, 28] and the separation between the ad-
jacent layers should be about the same as in graphite,
0.34 nm. Assuming that incommensurability makes in-
terlayer electron tunneling negligible, we can switch from
the three-dimensional (3D) Fig. 1 to the equivalent 2D
Fig. 2 (inset) of the unwrapped sheet. Discarding the
part directly attached (and thus electrically shunted) by
the contacts, we obtain the I-shaped silhouette of the
unwrapped sample. (Existence of the scrolls underneath
the contacts is suggested by published micrographs of
suspended graphene [29].) This is the system we want to
study the transport through.
We begin with a simple semiclassical approximation in
which the transport in graphene is described by local di-
agonal ρxx(x, y) and Hall ρxy(x, y) resistivities. Assum-
ing that magnetic field has no effect on electron states
inside the scrolls, we set ρxy(x, y) to zero in the scrolls
and to a nonzero constant in the flat part of the sample.
We take ρxx to be coordinate independent. The cur-
rent distribution in this model can be easily computed
numerically. The lines of the current for some represen-
tative parameters are shown in Fig. 2 (inset). The chosen
arc length of each scroll ` is a small fraction of the width
L = 10` of the flat part (the central square). Yet a sig-
nificant portion of the current flows inside the scrolls.
The results for the two-terminal resistance R are plot-
ted in the main panel of Fig. 2. They imply that our
system acts as three resistors in parallel. One resistor
represents the flat region. In the QHE regime, where
ρxy  ρxx, its magnitude is approximately equal to Rf =
ρxy. The other two resistors, of magnitude Rs = ρxxL/`
each, represent the scrolls. If 1 ρxy/ρxx  L/`, which
corresponds to weak or modestly strong magnetic fields,
the scrolls are not important, so that have R ' Rf ' ρxy.
At larger ρxy/ρxx, the scrolls short-circuit the transport,
so that R ' Rs, which is ρxy independent in this model.
One can extend the same approach to other situa-
tions, including scrolls clamped and tapered near the
contacts [8, 28]. In general, Rs would be augmented
by a model-dependent contact resistance, which would
suppress the portion of the current going into the scrolls.
Let us now address whether it is justifiable to neglect
the effect of the magnetic field on the scrolls. This issue
is separate from the role of disorder and contacts. Hence,
we can assume for the time that the system is disorder-
free and infinite in the x-direction. The electron energies
E(kx) can then be labeled by the conserved momentum
kx. The low-energy part of the spectrum is easily com-
puted by diagonalizing the effective Dirac Hamiltonian
(suitable for zigzag edges)
H = ~v[σx(kx − l−2B Y )− iσy∂y] , (1)
where v is the Fermi velocity, Y is the y-coordinate in
the original 3D space, lB =
√
~c/eB is the magnetic
length, σν are the Pauli matrices [3]. In Fig. 3 we show
a representative spectrum for the scroll of outer radius
ro = 11.1 nm and arc length ` = 100 nm connected to
the flat region of the same width. The discrete energy
plateaus come from the flat region of the sample. The rest
of the spectrum very much resembles that of a CNT [30]
except the dispersion curves appear in bunches. The lit-
erature on the Landau problem for CNT, e.g., [22, 30–
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Band structure of a scroll with the
inner and outer radii, respectively, ri = 9.91 and ro = 11.1 nm
at B = 20 T computed from the Dirac equation with the
zigzag edge boundary condition. The dashed lines are defined
by equations E = ~v(kx ± l−2B ro). The cross-section of the
system is sketched in the bottom right corner of the figure.
For clarity, the flat region (full width 100 nm) is truncated
and the layer separation inside the scroll is enlarged.
332] and other curved 2D systems [33] readily furnishes an
interpretation of these spectral features. The spectrum
consists of four regions demarcated approximately along
the lines E = ~v(kx ± l−2B ro). These regions correspond
to quasiclassical trajectories of four different types. The
bottom region (shaded purple in Fig. 3) can be viewed
as the Landau levels of electrons confined near the top
of the bottom of the scroll and experiencing the local
magnetic field B⊥(Y = kxl2B). The left and the right re-
gions correspond the snake-like states propagating along
the eponymous sides of the scroll. The number of the
lines in each dispersion bunch (either three or four in
Fig. 3) represents the number of layers in the given re-
gion of the scroll (top, bottom, left, or right). The energy
spacing within these bunches is due to the small differ-
ence in the layer radii. If we were to include effects of
electron interaction, self-consistent screening of external
electric fields, and/or disorder, the near-degeneracy of
the bunches would be considerably lifted.
Our crude approximation of neglecting the B field is
reasonably accurate inside the top region (shaded gold)
of traversing [34], i.e., spiraling trajectories. Indeed,
at E  ~vl−2B ro the cyclotron radius R = cE/(evB⊥)
greatly exceeds ro, so that deflection of electrons by the
Lorentz force is negligible. The spectrum of the top re-
gion is essentially the same as that of a graphene ribbon
of width `+O(lB) at B = 0. As ro decreases, the region of
traversing trajectories becomes progressively more dom-
inant. Eventually, at ro < lB , neglecting the effect of B
inside the scrolls is fully justified. In the remainder of
the paper we focus on exactly this case.
Dirac Hamiltonian (1) may no longer be accurate for
very narrow scrolls (note that at, say, B = 20 T we have
lB = 5.7 nm). Therefore, we replace it by the tight-
binding model H = ∑j j |j〉〈j| + γ0∑〈j,k〉 e−iϕjk |j〉〈k|
defined on a honeycomb lattice of sites |j〉. Here γ0 =
2.7 eV is the coupling between nearest neighbors and ϕjk
are the Peierls phases proportional to the magnetic flux
through each hexagon of the lattice. This flux is constant
in the flat region but oscillates from positive to negative
within each turn of the scroll.
For simplicity and numerical efficiency, we work with
the rectangular rather than I-shaped sample. To be pre-
cise, we consider an armchair nanoribbon composed of
814 dimer lines, 814-aNR. Its width of 100 nm is signif-
icantly smaller than that of suspended graphene flakes
studied experimentally. However, this does not qualita-
tively change any of our main conclusions.
We start with the disorder-free case where all the on-
site energies j are zero. Without the scrolls, we find
the familiar sequence of Landau levels in the bulk (low
k) and the dispersive channels at the edges (high k) at
B = 20 T. Except for the narrow energy interval near the
bulk levels, the edge channels are chiral. They have the
same sign of velocity dE/dk, see Fig. 4(a). (The doublet
structure of the edge states and the narrow region of
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Band structure of a flat 814-aNR at
B = 20 T. (b) The same as (a) in the presence of nanoscrolls
of arc length ` = 15 nm and two full turns. (c) Conductance
as a function of the electron energy for pristine (black dashed
lines) and disordered (blue solid lines) 814-aGNRs at B =
20 T in the absence of scrolls. (d) The same as (c) in the
presence of the scrolls. (e) and (f) Shot-noise for a disordered
system described in, respectively, (c) and (d).
nonmonotonic dispersion is a non-generic peculiarity of
the armchair edge [3, 35].)
The edge channels undergo a qualitative change when
the ` = 15 nm strips at both edges are wrapped into
scrolls of two full turns. Both signs of velocity are now
present at all E, see Fig. 4(b). The energy separation of
the edge states is about the same as in the 30 nm ≈ `+3lB
wide 241-aNR in zero field. Evidently, it has little to do
with the bulk Landau level gaps.
Next we compute differential conductance G(E) =
1/R = (2e2/h)
∑
m Tm, where Tm are the transmission
coefficients for the transmission channels at a given Fermi
energy E [36]. Only occasionally these channels are of
mixed origin. At most E, they can be attributed to either
the flat or the scrolled regions. Therefore, the earlier for-
mula for resistors connected in parallel, G = R−1f +R
−1
s ,
still applies. However, the magnitude of these resistors is
now computed from the quantum expressions.
Since the energy spacing in the scrolled regions in
Fig. 4(b) is considerably smaller than the Landau level
spacing in the bulk, we deal with the case Rs  Rf where
the scrolls essentially dominate the transport. This is
similar to the large ρxy/ρxx limit in Fig. 2 where the
4total resistance is B-independent. Indeed, let us com-
pare the dashed traces in Figs. 4(c) and (d). Both are
perfectly quantized. However, their average slopes differ
almost twice. While Fig. 4(c) reflects the quantization of
ρxy, Fig. 4(d) basically describes the subband quantiza-
tion of the 241-aNR in zero field, with not much relation
to the actual B. Some interplay between the two types
of quantization is still present. It leads to, e.g., intrigu-
ing nonmonotonic behavior of G(E) in Fig. 4(d), noted
previously for other scrolled 2D systems [37].
To make the model more realistic we introduce on-site
disorder in a ribbon section of length 210 nm. It includes
a short-range disorder generated by randomly varying
the on-site energies j within the range [−25, 25] meV.
We also add a finite-range disorder modeled by a sum
of 50 Gaussians with range ξ = 1 nm centered at
random positions and having random strengths in the
range [−500, 500] meV. The disorder causes scattering
among counter-propagating channels, which is conve-
niently quantified by the shot-noise S =
∑
m Tm(1−Tm).
When disorder is present, the scroll-free structure ex-
hibits a robust quantized conductance and zero shot-
noise, except for energies nearby each onset of new sub-
bands, see the solid line in Fig. 4(c). This situation
is typical of the quantum Hall effect. (Some residual
backscattering is due to the relatively small width of the
system and also due to the aforementioned aNR-specific
nonchiral edge states near the bulk Landau energies.)
For the ribbon with scrolled edges, Fig. 4(d), the con-
ductance quantization is considerably degraded with the
exception of region corresponding to the first conduc-
tance plateau. The enhanced shot-noise, Fig. 4(f), also
indicates a stronger backscattering. This behavior is typ-
ical of narrow disordered ribbons in which spatial overlap
of conduction channels causes significant backscattering
even in the presence of a moderate disorder.
The backscattering of the counter-propagating chan-
nels would eventually lead to localization of the nonchiral
modes in the scrolls, thus recovering the quantum Hall
effect in long ribbons. However, the localization length
should scale with the number of channels, i.e., the arc
length ` of the scroll. Therefore, for large enough `, the
localization may not be very important. This can be con-
trasted with the case of multiwall CNT where the current
is confined to the outer shell [22], which reduces the num-
ber of channels.
In conclusion, the edge scrolls in suspended graphene
have been shown to short-circuit the source-drain cur-
rent paths in the quantum Hall regime inhibiting the ob-
servation of the Hall conductance quantization in such
systems.
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